POC Owned Seattle Businesses for Catering

Aloha Market
Donburi Station
Salvadorean Bakery
Dubsea Coffee
Taqueria la Fondita
Macadons
Maruta
Dim Sum House
Cafetal Quilombo
Coffeeholic
Island Soul
Hood Famous Cafe and Bar
Pho Bac
Ezell's (Rainier Valley)
Cafe Red
Ironworks Market & Cafe
Fou Lee Market
Eyman's Pizza and Cafe
Wicked Chopstix
El Sombrero Family Mexican Restaurant
Bana Ethiopian and Eritrean Restaurant
Bua 9 Thai Cuisine
Kezira Cafe
Fonda La Catrina
Bopbox
Kaffa Coffee and Wine Bar
Sunset Cafe
King Donuts
Phat Loi Vietnamese
Indulge Desserts
Zippys
663 Bistro
Asia Bar-B-Que
Blackball Taiwanese Dessert
Bun & Oc
Bush Garden
Cake House My Favorite
Chu Minh Tofu
Congeez

Here’s also a running google sheet of even more Black owned restaurants in Seattle.